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Data mining in protein databases, derivatives from more fundamental protein 3D structure and

sequence databases, has considerable unearthed potential for the discovery of sequence
motif���structural motif���function relationships as the ¯nding of the U-shape (Huf-Zinc) motif,

originally a small student's project, exempli¯es. The metal ion zinc is critically involved in

universal biological processes, ranging from protein-DNA complexes and transcription regula-

tion to enzymatic catalysis and metabolic pathways. Proteins have evolved a series of motifs to
speci¯cally recognize and bind zinc ions. Many of these, so called zinc ¯ngers, are structurally

independent globular domains with discontinuous binding motifs made up of residues mostly far

apart in sequence. Through a systematic approach starting from the BRIX structure fragment
database, we discovered that there exists another predictable subset of zinc-binding motifs that

not only have a conserved continuous sequence pattern but also share a characteristic local

conformation, despite being included in totally di®erent overall folds. While this does not allow

general prediction of all Zn binding motifs, a HMM-based web server, Huf-Zinc, is available for
prediction of these novel, as well as conventional, zinc ¯nger motifs in protein sequences. The

Huf-Zinc webserver can be freely accessed through this URL (http:// mendel.bii.a-star. edu.sg/

METHODS/hufzinc/).

Keywords: Datamining, protein structure database, protein structural motif, zinc binding, zinc

¯nger, HMM, protein sequence motifs.

1. Introduction

An increasingly larger number of databases derived from basic collections such as

PDB1 and UniProt2 provide the information in a preprocessed, more convenient for

script-guided searches form and these databases and associated tools enable new, by

far not exhausted possibilities for discoveries of protein sequence-structure-function

relationships by data mining. Such searches are greatly supported by the myriad of
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WWW servers and command line tools that are provided by the community. These

projects can, at the beginning, be quite small and provide excellent opportunities for

students entering the ¯eld to ¯nd interesting new insights without spending years of

work. In this report, we describe the story of discovering the Huf-Zinc (U-turn zinc-

binding) structural motif common to proteins with diverse structures that started

with a hypothesis-free mining of occurrences of conserved short motifs in the BriX

database.3,4

Metal-binding structural motifs are of great importance for sequence-based

function prediction and many of them still await description. Zinc is known to play

important roles in many biological processes, which has been extensively studied.5

Thus, accurate prediction of Zinc binding sites, therefore, is greatly supported by the

knowledge of the respective zinc-binding motifs. Most published methods rely on

protein structure information for the prediction which limits them to a small subset

of proteins where 3D structures are available.6,7 Sequence-based methods, on the

other hand, su®er from much lower speci¯city than their structural counterparts

which could be due to taking a generalist approach mixing di®erent types of zinc-

binding motifs together. Various methods and servers have been developed for

predicting zinc binding sites by identifying similarities in sequence features in ho-

mologous proteins.8,9

While overall or domain-based sequence and structural similarity is commonly

used to suggest conservation in function.11,12 looking into conserved local 3D

structures that can be identi¯ed based on characteristic short sequence motifs may

extend our capabilities for function annotation. Regions sharing not only a local

sequence but also structural motif likely have similar functions.13 As an example, we

can see from Fig. 1 that the alcohol dehydrogenase and N-domain of the delta prime

subunit from DNA polymerase III share a common local structural motif serving as a

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Example for a locally similar structure (U-shape zinc binding motif) in the context of di®erent

overall folds. (a) Alcohol dehydrogenase (PDB:1a71, red); (b) delta prime subunit of DNA polymerase III
N-domain (PDB:1a5t, green); Center: zinc ion (magenta) and superimposed zinc binding motif (yellow).

This ¯gure was created using Yasara.10
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zinc binding site although the overall folds are totally di®erent. Based on this as-

sumption, we have developed a systematic methodology to discover a novel pre-

dictable subset of zinc-binding motifs that not only have a conserved sequence

pattern but also share a characteristic local conformation, despite being included in

totally di®erent overall folds. We use an HMM-based approach to predict these

novel, as well as conventional, zinc ¯nger motifs in protein sequences.

2. Results

2.1. Mining for potentially new structural motifs in the database

BriX and selection of interesting motif targets

As outlined in the work°ow in Fig. 2, we ¯rst collected a dataset of short structurally

conserved motifs by retrieving 1896 classes of 7 residues length with structural

clustering threshold of 0.8 Angstrom RMSD from the BriX database.3,4 We further

¯ltered out classes with less than 10 sequences and ranked the remainder by sequence

motif conservation within the gapless sequence alignment of individual classes. The

conservation measure used was based on the average sum of BLOSUM62 substitu-

tions between occurring amino acid types weighted by observed frequencies (similar

to the Heniko®-style sum of pairs conservation in AL2CO14) and by the square root

of number of sequences in the alignment. We selected those conserved motif classes

whose cumulative sum of conservation values covers 50% of the overall conservation

information (sum of all values). This left us an initial dataset with 353 classes.

Next, we searched Prosite15 and CompariMotif16 for selecting known motifs in the

initial dataset and examined the 3D structure of exemplary sequences in these classes

using SwissPDB-Viewer.17 We found that several conserved classes appear to match

to metal-binding motifs and that the respective peptide chains were located in the

vicinity of metal ions. At this stage, we decided to focus on conserved motif classes

that have cysteines and/or aspartates, amino acid residues that can interact with

metal ions, in their sequences and that have metal ions in close proximity to the

peptide chain segment in the respective structures.

In the case of the metal-binding motif CxxC, the local 3D structure showed that

the two critical cysteines in CxxC are typically followed by a third cysteine two

residues away and, therefore, we extended the motif to CxxCxxC (Fig. 1). This motif

has a conserved local structure associated with the conserved sequence pattern.

From the 3D structure of metal-binding proteins with this motif, the local confor-

mation of this motif can be better described to be in a \U-shape", \horseshoe"-like

(\Huf"¼horseshoe in German) form with the three cysteines surrounding the bound

metal ion, typically a zinc.

Based on above ¯ndings, we compiled datasets of sequences containing the zinc

binding motif and also a negative sequence set. First, we manually selected sequences

that have at least two cysteines and two of the three important residues interacting

with the Zinc using the MSDMotif server.18 After removing redundancy at 90%

sequence identity level, we collected a positive set of Zinc binding sequences. As
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indicated in the sequence logo19 given in Fig. 3, there can be partial substitutions of

cysteines with histidines or negatively charged aspartates or glutamates. Also, the

intermittent and adjacent positions appear to have some mild restrictions in pre-

ferred amino acid types.

The sequences for the negative data set comprise two parts: (1) sequences from

the MSDMotif search result with at least two of the three important residues

Fig. 2. Outline of the discovery process for the U-shape zinc binding motif. First we narrow down can-

didates of small structural motifs with sequence conservation. After ¯nding zinc-binding sites with con-

served sequence and structural motif, we create positive and negative data sets which were used for
developing a predictor for the U-shape zinc-binding motif.
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interacting with iron and other metals. (2) sequences parsed from SwissProt/Uni-

Prot2 for which the central cysteine residue is involved in the formation of disul¯de

bridges and, hence, cannot bind metals. Similarly, redundancy was removed at 90%

sequence identity level and the negative set was formed.

2.2. Development of a HMM-based predictor for the newly

discovered motif

In order to further distinguish the positive and negative sets to improve the pre-

diction power, the entropy di®erence between the initial positive and negative sets

were studied. The two sets were sent to Shannon Entropy-Two, an online tool that

gives the Shannon entropy di®erence between de¯ned background and query sets by

Monte Carlo randomizations.20 Since there are 192 sequences in the positive set and

they have a length of 37 amino acids, 1920 random sequences of the same length were

Fig. 3. Sequence logo for the U-Shape Zinc binding motif showing the 3 critical positions with clear

preference for cysteines but partially allowing histidines and negative charges. Also the amino acid types at

positions inbetween and shortly before and after do not appear random and hence contribute to the speci¯c
motif characteristics leading to a conserved local structure as shown in Fig. 1.
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selected from UniProt to form the background set. Based on the entropy di®erence

analysis, we decided to shorten the motif by removing the °anking residues that are

of low entropy. Therefore, the re¯ned positive set and negative set were selected to be

16 amino acids long. After applying redundancy removal at 90% level, the ¯nal

positive set contained 191 sequences and the negative set contained 247 sequences.

Among the negative sequences, 110 are sequences that bind to iron and other metals,

137 are disul¯de bond containing sequences.

Making use of this new data set, we developed a zinc-binding predictor based on

a pro¯le Hidden Markov Model of the alignment of known zinc-binding sequences,

as implemented in HMMER.21 Five-fold cross validation was adopted. The whole

positive set was randomly divided into ¯ve subsets and four of them were used as

training set to build an HMM model. The model is used to predict the positive test

set which is the remaining subset from the positive set and the negative test set

which is the whole negative set. A ROC curve given in Fig. 4 shows the comparison

of performance of Huf-Zinc and PredZinc.9 It can be seen that the true positive rate

(TPR) which is equivalent to sensitivity of the 5-fold cross-validated model is up to

70% better than PredZinc at relevant levels of high speci¯city. For example, at a

false positive rate of only 5%, around 85% of the known positive examples were

identi¯ed. A maximum MCC (Matthews correlation coe±cient) value of 0.77 was

achieved which still indicates further room for improvements. The noncross-vali-

dated model which would be expected to over-predict is also shown for comparison

purposes.

Fig. 4. ROC performance comparison over known U-shape zinc-binding motifs with 3D structure evidence
versus negative examples represented by similar sequence motifs binding other metal ions or where the

central cysteine forms a disul¯de bridge.
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Since our datasets were formed by searching the MSDMotif database with motif

patterns that were derived from structurally conserved classes and the zinc-binding

local structure has been proven by 3D analysis to consist of three cysteines forming a

\U-shape", our model speci¯cally predicts zinc-binding motifs that are in that con-

formation, whereas PredZinc tends to treat all zinc-binding motifs in the same way

and does not di®erentiate di®erent structures. As a result, our model can more

precisely predict sequences in the testing set compared to PredZinc. There is an

advantage for being speci¯c, as zinc-binding motifs that have di®erent 3D structures

can have entirely di®erent properties and are not easily comparable to each other. At

the same time, higher speci¯city also means that only the U-shape motif can be

identi¯ed while there are also several other, especially discontinuous zinc binding

motifs which cannot be detected with our method. However, to our surprise there are

also some curious cases where motifs with 3 cysteines arranged as CxxCxxC can be

part of multiple structural sites that come together in 3D space (for example PDB

entries 2XIG and 2XJY). For all cases with available 3D structure, it remains im-

portant to critically compare the predicted sequence motif with the structural con-

text to con¯rm which residues bind zinc as part of which motif.

A web server named Huf-Zinc is available online at.22 Users are able to pass their

protein sequence to be studied by either pasting it into the sequence input window or

by directly uploading it from their local machine. Four options are provided which

allow users to opt for high sensitivity (at a bit score cuto® value of 0 which corre-

sponds to 98% sensitivity level), balanced performance (score cuto® 2, corresponds to

highest MCC), high speci¯city (at cuto® value 6 which corresponds to 5% false

positive rate or equivalently 95% speci¯city level) or a customized cuto®. Prediction

results are returned in a format showing the sequence predicted as zinc-binding, the

start and endg position in the input sequence as well as the e-value. For the con-

venience of the reader, the sequence sets used for deriving the Huf-Zinc method, the

respective HMM and several other materials are also made available at the WWW

site.22

3. Discussion

The U-shape zinc binding motif identi¯ed in this study can be frequently seen also as

part of classical zinc ¯nger domains that typically add a fourth cysteine to the

U-shape motif through loops of varying lengths and structure. However, more

importantly it can also occur in totally di®erent overall folds as exempli¯ed by

alcohol dehydrogenase and the N-domain of the delta prime subunit from DNA

polymerase III (Fig. 1). To gauge the extent of such motifs that are not found as

classical zinc ¯nger domains, we searched the PFAM database23 with the keyword

\zinc ¯nger" and ¯nally selected 68 PFAM motifs through manual curation by

con¯rming zinc-binding for example through an existing structure with bound zinc.

Using the threshold of best overall performance (highest MCC), we used our

U-shape zinc binding predictor to search against the UniRef90.2 Among 2475
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proteins predicted by Huf-Zinc, there are 582 (23.5%) that are not predicted by the

PFAM zinc ¯nger domain set (despite an optimistic E-value cuto® of 0.1 for the

HMMER search with the PFAM domains; see complete list of PFAM domains at.22)

This suggests that the U-shape motif predictor presented here allows for a sub-

stantial increase of zinc binding motifs that can be identi¯ed from protein sequences.

It is known that metal atoms play an important role in the structure and stability

of proteins and many proteins need to bind one or more metal ions in order to

perform their functions. Besides stabilizing protein tertiary/quaternary structures,

metal ions are also involved in catalytic mechanism. Therefore, identi¯cation/pre-

diction of metal binding sites greatly helps the investigation of the function of ex-

perimentally uncharacterized genes and proteins,24,25 the most challenging task in

the post-genomic era.26 Prediction tools like Huf-Zinc unfold their full value in se-

quence-analytic environments such as the ANNNOTATOR where they are silently

invoked together with dozens of other predictors for any query sequence.27,28

Similar characterization for other sequence-function relationships will be useful in

the future. The same approach as outlined here can be used to validate and predict

further functionally important structural motifs. For example, we encountered the

motif DxDxD in our search BriX database search. This motif contains conserved

aspartic acid residues with the potential to bind calcium or magnesium.

4. Conclusions

The ¯ndings in this study are based on a discovery-based approach integrating

sequential and structural information. We identi¯ed a novel U-shape zinc-binding

motif and the unique sequence and local structure conservation may allow prediction

of this speci¯c subset of zinc binding motifs.
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